The inherent random and intermittence of the renewable energy resources pose a huge challenge to the Microgrid (MG) energy management systems (EMS). In order to mitigate the effects of uncertainties, we propose a novel two-stage stochastic programming model for the energy scheduling optimization by considering the uncertainties in solar and wind generation, and the plug-in electric vehicles (EV). The random nature of uncertainty is characterized by a scenarios generation approach based on autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model according to probability density function of each random variable. By use of the strategy of scenarios simulation, the stochastic problem is decomposed into the deterministic equivalent problem. The firefly algorithm (FA) is used to solve the equivalent model. The effectiveness and robust of proposed stochastic energy scheduling optimization strategy for MG is valid by comparison with the simulation results of deterministic method.
Introduction
As the crisis of energy sources and environment problems escalate, the exploration of clean, renewable and distributed energy (such as wind and solar energy) has been one of the hottest research topics. In order to utilize the distributed energy sources effectively, Microgrid (MG) has been proposed as a 'prosumer' by combining renewable energy resources, storage devices, and controllable loads [1, 2] . However, the inherent random and intermittence of the renewable energy resources pose a huge challenge to the MG energy management systems (EMS) by affecting economic efficiency and operation performance of a MG. Many researches on forecast techniques have been studied for mitigating the effects of uncertainties. Unfortunately, accurate prediction on the renewable generation and load demands is rarely implemented. Therefore, an energy scheduling optimization strategy that can deal with the uncertainties directly is urgently needed.
Many studies have been done on the optimal operation management of MG [3] [4] [5] [6] . The studies, however, are mostly based on deterministic optimization methods which ignore or simplify the uncertainty. The stochastic programming offers a robust optimization solution over all possible realizations of uncertainties [7] [8] [9] . In [7] , a stochastic programming method is proposed by considering the uncertainties of load forecast error, wind turbine generation, Photovoltaic (PV) generation and market price. Ref. [8] considered both the fuel cost and emission. Lattice Monte Carlo Simulations (LMCS) and the Roulette Wheel Mechanism (RWM) are applied to generate scenarios. In [9] , the scheduling model minimizes the expected operational cost while lowering power losses in the interconnected MG mode. Meanwhile, the effect of plug-in electric vehicle (EV) on MG energy scheduling is analyzed. However, the above paper did not consider the randomness in the charging-discharging behaviors of EV, e.g., plug-in time and the states of charge (SOC). This paper focuses on the energy optimal scheduling problems of a MG considering uncertainties. An energy scheduling optimization model based on two-stage stochastic programming is proposed by considering the uncertainties of wind and PV generation forecast errors and the charging-discharging behaviors of plug-in EV. The model aims to provide a robust solution that minimizes the expectation of the operation cost of a residential MG. Then, a scenarios generation strategy based on autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model is used to simulate the uncertainties. Finally, Firefly Algorithm (FA) is used to solve the stochastic model.
Problem Formulation
Problem Description. A typical residential MG equipped with PV panels, wind-turbine, micro-turbine, energy storage device, power loads as well as EV is considered in our study. The MG is assumed to be operated in grid-connected mode, and the bidirectional power flow is admitted so that electricity can be purchased or sold in terms of the day-ahead tariffs. The tariffs for electricity purchase and for electricity sale are assumed to be same at every point in time for simplicity. The configuration of the MG system is presented in Fig. 1 . Fig.1 The configuration of a typical residential MG system In our discussion, EV is regarded as either energy storage device or a kind of controllable load participating in demand side management. The thermal load is not considered in the MG system. In addition, the dynamic characteristic of the MG system is not in the scope of our discussion and a sophisticated communication and control system is assumed to be available to guarantee the safety and quality of power supply. Modeling. In the stochastic formulation of the optimal scheduling problem, all the uncertainties will be defined as the random variables with certain distribution. To try to keep the self-balanced of the MG, the micro-turbine supplies the basic load for the MG, and the surplus or shortage electricity would be transaction with the utility. This means that the micro-turbine schedule must be planned before knowing the actual renewable generation and loads of the future, and thus it will be the first-stage decisions of the problem. Other decision variables, including electricity purchases and battery charging/discharging, will depend on the realization of the stochastic variables and will therefore take different values in different scenarios, making them the second-stage variables.
The optimization goal of is to minimize the MG energy costs over the prediction horizon. Energy costs consist of fuel costs and start-up/shut-down costs of Micro-Turbine, depreciation cost of battery and EV battery as well as electricity costs. Positive electricity costs means purchasing electricity from utility grid and negative electricity costs means selling electricity to utility grid. PV and wind-turbine power generation costs are not taken into account. The objective function is given as Eq.(1).
Where and / start shut mt C represents the start-up and shut-down cost of the ist unit, and p , u , v are decision variables, respectively, which represent power generation, on/off status and start/shut status respectively. Subscripts and superscripts indicate unit type and time interval. Where t ∆ is a constant and indicates the time interval [ 1, ) t t − for any t T ∈ . All the types of the units are listed in Table 1 . 
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Where min i P and max i P are the Minimum and Maximum out power of the ith unit.
3) Technical constraints on energy storage
The charging and discharging rate of energy storage unit are bounded in Eq. (8) . The battery remain capacity is constrained to avoid over-charging or over-discharging in Eq. (9) . Energy conservation equation considering conversion efficiency and the self-discharging rate is given in Eq. (10) . 
Where b t ev SOC is the state-of-charge of the plug-in EV at b t .
Scenario-based Uncertainties Modeling.
Probability Distribution Fitting. The model performance of stochastic programming depends heavily upon the ability to accurately model uncertainty, which is able to be captured through simulating scenarios. By use of the strategy of scenarios simulation, the stochastic problem can be decomposed into the deterministic equivalent problem which is easy to solve. A great number of random factors, like light intensity, cloud cover, wind speed have a significant impact on PV and wind power production. The comprehensive analysis of all the random factors is quite a cumbersome task and not necessary. As these random factors can be embodied in the deviation from forecast value, it is wise to make a statistical analysis on the forecast error so as to model the uncertainty of PV and generation. In our study, the probabilistic characteristic of PV and wind power production forecast deviation is described by a normal distribution.
Renewable Energy and Power Technology II
In addition, the stochastic driving and charging behaviors mainly consist of: (1) connection time of plug-in EV; (2) disconnection time of the plug-in EV; (3) the state of charge (SOC) when connecting to grid. To model the random nature of EV, the traffic survey data from National Household Travel Survey [10] is used as a reference. A normal distribution is adopted to fit the connection and disconnection time of EV and the estimated mean value and variances of the connection and disconnection time is applied according to [11] . In addition, the SOC of EV battery when connecting to grid depends on the initial SOC and the user's travelled distance. It can be calculated by Eq. 
Where initial ev SOC is the initial SOC, which is often given for the users usually charge enough their car before leaving. Where d is the users' travelled distance and csp e is the energy consumption per kilometer of plug-in EV. The major uncertainty comes from the user's travelled distance. In this study, EV's travelled distant is model as a random variable with log normal function based on statistical analysis of the sampling National Household Travel Survey date. Scenarios Generation and Reduction. As the stochastic process associated with forecast errors of PV and wind power generation is correlated in time, the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model is employed to generate scenarios which represent possible outcomes of the random variables. The classic ARMA (p, q) model is formulated as Eq.(16):
Through analyzing the auto-correlation function (ACF) and partial ACF (PACF) of sample data, the suitable ARMA orders for PV generation and wind speed are selected, as ARMA(1, 2), ARMA(2, 1) respectively. For the random nature of EV, the Monte Carlo Simulation is employed to generate stochastic scenarios depicting the connection and disconnection time as well as the travelled distance, according to the PDF of the random variables.
To reduce the computation load, a scenario reduction strategy proposed by [12] is used. The basic idea of scenario reduction is to remove scenarios with very low probability and those that are similar to another one. It should be noted that the scenario reduction should not significantly change the stochastic properties of the sets of original scenarios.
Computational Examples and Analysis.
In order to order to reveal the virtue of the proposed stochastic programming model, two separate analyses based on the traditional deterministic model and the proposed model are done for the purpose of comparison. Both of models simulate over the time horizon of 1 day with 24 intervals from 12:00 p.m. to the next day 12:00 p.m. FA is employed to solve the problem. The simulations are carried out on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2400, 3.10 GHz personal computer with 4 GB RAM memory, and the simulation tool is MATLAB R2012b.
The parameters are set as follows: The cost of micro-turbine is set to $0.45 per kilowatt. The battery capacity is set to 30kwh, and the depreciation cost is set to $0.05 per kilowatt. The battery capacity of the plug-in EV and its consumption are respectively 32 kWh and 0.24 kWh/km [13] . Both the maximum charging and discharging power of plug-in EV are set to 5kw/h. The maximum output power of both PV and wind turbine generator are 15 kW. The light absorption coefficient and the firefly population are set to be 0.15 and 50 respectively. The forecasted PV and WT power production, load demands and day-ahead electricity price are depicted in Fig.2 .
Applied Mechanics and Materials Vols. 672-674 Fig. 3 . As shown in Fig. 3 , the power production of MT varied with the hourly the day-ahead bid. During 12:00 p.m.to 23:00 p.m. and the next day 6:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m., the MT generates electricity as much as possible to meet loads and partly sell to utility for profits because its cost is much cheaper than the day-ahead market bid. In addition, it can be seen that the battery starts to accelerate the charging rate after midnight and to then discharges at approximately 6:00 a.m. This is because that the load is in the valley after the midnight and sharply increases in the morning. In fact, the usage of battery helps improve load-generation matching and hence lead to a lower energy cost. Moreover, the plug-in EV connects to the MG at 18:00 and disconnects at 8:00. From the scheduling results, it can be seen clearly that the charging and discharging process of plug-in EV are adjusted to meet other MG load at high load level and to absorb the surplus power production of the distributed generation at low load level. To illustrate the effect of uncertainty on the operation cost of the MG, we repeatedly run the deterministic optimizations under several different stochastic scenarios. In each scenario, the wind and PV generation as well as plug-in EV is simulated by ARMA model mentioned in section 4. In order to guarantee the diversity, 1000 stochastic scenarios are generated first and then reduced to 10 scenarios. The results from the deterministic optimization in different scenarios are listed in Table 2 . The result shows that the most possible scenario occurs in the scenario 3 which is closest to the deterministic operation with the total cost 195.743$. However, the probability of the 3rd scenario happening is only 0.240. When the other scenarios occurs, the total energy cost ranges from $180.304 to $226.090. It can conclude that the results are very sensitive to variations in the prediction of random variables. In other words, the deterministic solutions based on predicted values no longer are valid if the real values of the random variables would deviates largely from the predicted values.
Renewable Energy and Power Technology II
To overcome the problem, the proposed stochastic model is applied to find a robust scheduling solution against the various uncertainties. Fig. gives the optimal scheduling solutions. Fig. 4 Optimal power production schedule based on stochastic method
In order to reveal the virtue of the stochastic programming model, we compare the performance of the deterministic model and the proposed stochastic model under 10 different scenarios. At first, all the unit schedule is fixed according to the day-ahead scheduling decision obtained from stochastic model and deterministic model respectively. Then, 10 scenarios are generated as realizations of the random variables for estimating the total operation cost of the microgrid. The comparison of energy cost of stochastic scheduling solution to deterministic scheduling solution in different scenarios is given in Fig.5 .
Fig. 5 Comparison of total energy cost between deterministic and stochastic method under different scenarios
From the comparison in Fig. 7 , in most scenarios and expectation, the cost based on stochastic method is lower than deterministic method. Also, the results of stochastic model fluctuate more smoothly. This illustrates that the stochastic programming model can provide a robust optimal solution which has a good hedging against various uncertainties so as to obtain a relatively lower energy cost with the least risk.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a two-stage stochastic program model for MG energy scheduling optimization by considering uncertainties including wind and solar generation and the charging-discharging behavior of plug-in EV. The uncertainty is modeled by generating stochastic scenarios according to PDF of each random variable. Then, The FA is proposed to solve the optimization problem. The simulation result shows that the proposed stochastic programming model perform a good characteristic of finding robust solutions hedging against various uncertainty so as to minimizes the expected energy cost of the MG. Consequently, the proposed energy scheduling optimization strategy can provide a robust and favorable energy schedule strategy for MG.
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